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Deep within the pitch-black jungle, far from civilisation and urban safety, "The Temple of Breaks" awaits

your arrival. Dare to explore this rhythmic fortress, carved out of heavy ancient rock by the high priests of

Drumfunk, built to hold the power of the most frenetic old-school beats known to man. Injecting venomous

influence from a wide range of artists and labels such as Paradox, Calyx, Prolix, Noisia, Chase & Status,

Ed Rush & Optical, Moving Shadow, V Recordings, Full Cycle and a host of up and coming and current

artists and labels Find your way around 75 pounding loops of hack n' paste percussive energy, sped up to

an inhuman 170-182 BPM, expertly compressed for the controlled chaos you crave in your productions.

These pristine and searing beats are available in many perfected formats such as .WAV, Apple Loops or

Rex2, so you can drop them straight into Cubase, Logic, Reason, Fruityloops, Ableton, Acid and many

more sequencers easily. "The Temple Of Breaks" sample pack is all about rhythmic imagination, so with

breaks like "Hitman", "Overdose" and "Incoming", you know your audience is going to get some serious

brain food, especially if you select the Scissors tool and go mental! At Prime Loops we never forget that

you demand the highest quality, so for this pack we recruited Russian engineer Dmitry Vasilyev, a

musician and programmer so hardcore he writes his own software. His original plug-ins combined with

authentic old-school hardware, valve preamps and reel-to-reel tape will give that nu-retro shine to your

rhythm section. Have no fear, there are no useless scratchy pseudo-Amens here, just beautifully sliced

and fully saturated funk breaks for a legion of drum & bass styles, such as drumfunk, darkstep, dubstep,

hardstep, jump-up, liquid funk, sambass, techstep, neurofunk, drill n bass, breakcore & many more. The

lords of the jungle are sharpening their knives for the ceremony, so prepare to cut and chop your way

through this feast of drums, breaks and crashes! Take a trip beyond the limits of mainstream drum & bass

civilisation and lose yourself in "The Temple Of Breaks". You can find this release in a large number of

other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (93mb) Acid Loops (97mb) Akai MPC

(122mb) Apple Loops (96mb) FL Studio (97mb) Garageband (96mb) Rex2 Loops (78mb) Stylus RMX

Loops (78mb) WAV + REX2 (175mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com Tags: drum and bass loops
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